Gun control isn't about saving lives.
The money spent by Bloomberg alone, including huge donations to Oregon politicians could save the
lives of thousands of starving children.
Nationally over the years, the money spent on gun control could have saved tens of millions of starving
children.
Look up the phrase statistical murder to see what this waste of limited resources has done and is doing.
Gun control advocates strategy is incremental.
Every year, they say we need another law. Every year that law isn't enough. So the next year they say we
need another law. Gun owners have to fight against every law regardless of how offensive it is to them
or not, because once it's passed the gun grabbers just start working on
the next law. There are around 300 federal gun laws and thousands state and local. If you haven't got
the job done by now, you're strategy is a failure.
There's at a minimum 265mil guns in the USA, probably a lot more than that. Criminals have been
building their pool of modern guns for over a hundred years now. They are already in possession of
several million guns. They don't rot and the criminals will sell them to anyone. The time to effectively
reduce gun crime through restrictions on general availability passed decades back. Gun control itself is a
farce.
In a country with criminals in possession of millions of guns, What kind of people, put up a sign saying
Gun Free Zone, expect voluntary
compliance, than put the children inside that area? That is a staggering level of poor judgement and
incompetence.
What laws proposed by politicians go after criminals instead of law abiding gun owners. Nothing so far
this year. Nothing last year. Why?
Because it isn't about saving lives or even crime.
If you look deeply at the details of the issue, rather than just knee jerk simplistic "sounds right" analysis,
it looks to me like gun control is nothing but a trick for votes.
I don't appreciate you tricking your well intentioned misinformed emotional constituents into trading
my rights for votes for you.
Stan Vizina
Portland, OR

